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Case #:
07-1110
Case:
The White House Restaurant
Address: 887 Anaheim Blvd. Anaheim, CA
Contact: Sylvano Serato
THE INVESTIGATION
Our first investigation at this location occurred on Saturday 11/10/07. We arrived at the
location at 9:00pm. We met with Sylvano at around 9:20pm and conducted a preliminary
interview with him. Sylvano gave us a tour of the restaurant at around 10:00pm showing
us areas that had been reported active. At this time we interviewed numerous employees
who also offered personal stories of their experiences. The entire team was allowed to
start setting up at around 11:30pm. We had our equipment in place, up and running by
1:20am. Present were: Troy Tackett (Founder), Kathy R. (Co-Founder), Ryan (CoDirection), Kimball (Videographer), Carol (Case Manager), Tech Assistants, Mike and
Jonathon and seven investigators. The only White House staff member on the property
was a caretaker who remained outside for most of the investigation.
We split into four groups and rotated throughout the investigation covering all areas of
the location. We had eight infrared cameras set up; one at the stairs going up to the office,
one in the Blue Room, two in the long room upstairs, one in the Green Room, one in the
hallway upstairs, one downstairs facing the piano and the last one facing the Birthing
Room. Approximately a dozen digital recorders were placed on the tables upstairs and
downstairs in various areas, also in the upstairs ladies restroom. Additional equipment
carried with the investigators were, digital cameras, digital camcorders with "night shot",
handheld thermometers with thermocouplers to measure surface and ambient air
temperature, electro-magnetic field detectors and digital tape recorders to pick up EVP's
(Electronic Voice Phenomenon or Disembodied voices caught on recorders).
THE EVIDENCE
For the most part, the White House did not give us any unusual or bad feelings. It was
noted by most all of the investigators that the location "felt" peaceful. During two very
brief moments, one of our investigators Vicki said she got a sudden feeling of getting the
"creeps" from sitting at a table in the Birthing Room. Carol who was only a few feet
away from her, sat at the table and discussed this with Vicki who said that just before
Carol sat down and for the few moments she was alone in the room, Vicki felt "uneasy".
Carol used her EMF meter to check the area. The entire restaurant gave base readings of
about 0.0 - 0.4 gauss which are within the normal range. While checking the area, Carol
got a 0.9 reading from the table area they were sitting at. Unbeknownst at the time, there
was an EVP picked up on Carols tape recorder left on the table. At the same moment the
meter spiked to 0.9, there is a sinister laugh heard. Carols tape recorder picked it up,
however another tape recorder left in the room to monitor the Birthing Room did not pick

this up. This EVP and all the others obtained from this investigation are noted on the log
under Carol Rich and is supplied in the EVP folder for 11/10/07.
Carol also picked up an EVP when asking "Can you tell us your name?" She picked up a
males voice that said "Craig".
Another particularly noteworthy EVP received on Carol's recorder was when she was
talking with another investigator and stated that they should check out the Carter Room, a
child's voice is heard saying "Where's the Carter Room…..That's the Blue Room".
While in the Blue Room, Troy picked up an EVP of a small child saying "Hi Guys!"
An interesting EVP was obtained on Mike's recorder when downstairs in the small room
that is the last room on the left from the back door hallway (next to the bar room). Mike's
team had just been given direction on their walkie-talkie to take over the investigation
upstairs. As they were leaving, an EVP of a girl was caught saying "Their coming…their
coming up", clearly referring to Mike's team heading upstairs to start their investigation
up there.
Numerous EVP's were picked up from many different recorders. One most disturbing
EVP was picked up by a recorder left at the top of the stairs outside the office door. This
recording is of a woman crying and begging "No..no..no..please don't take me up the
stairs…no.. please.. stop it!" This is labeled as "Woman Crying - Outside Office Door"
in the EVP folder for 11/10/07. Ironically, this same recording was picked up in the old
balcony area; this recording is also included as "Woman Crying - Old Balcony Room Troy's Recorder".
After listening to all of the EVP evidence, it appears that the White House is home to
numerous spirits. The recordings we captured have voices of children, adults, men,
women and one in particular- a man who does not appear to be very nice. With
extremely sensitive equipment we were able to hear him calling one of our female
investigators a "bitch". He appears to be the same man who left the sinister laugh on
Carol's recorder.
Numerous EVP's that were clearly audible with standard equipment and earphones were
clipped and placed in file folders on the included CD. They cover different areas of the
restaurant and they include EVP Logs which describe where they were found.
When reviewing the recordings from the infrared cameras, nothing unusual was captured.
When reviewing almost 200 photograph's, nothing unusual was captured.
We were not able to use the thermometers as the air conditioning was running inside the
restaurant, so the readings were unreliable.
The only personal experience occurred in the Office area by Carol the Case Manager and
occurred during the walk-thru. She was inside the office behind the door looking at the

window when she heard a loud female "sigh" occur right behind her. Thinking that she
was blocking the office door for someone, she turned and opened the door only to find no
one there. There was no one in the area at the time.
Our investigation concluded at approximately 3:40am. We packed up our equipment and
left the location at approximately 4:00am.
RECOMMENDATION
It is the recommendation of the West Coast Paranormal Research Society that another
investigation be conducted so as to attempt to communicate with the spirits residing there
and see if we can get further information for both the owner Bruno, and our investigation.
We requested another follow-up investigation for the following week. Our goal in this
investigation would be to try to communicate with the children who appear to occupy the
Blue Room, and to try to help those who clearly sounded in distress on some EVP's and
see if they would identify themselves and supply further information to us.
Sylvano granted our request to return, therefore it was set up for the following Friday
11/16/07.
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